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MONOPOLY celebrates 85 years of winning with an exclusive collection from the 
leaders in luxury writing.

Two limited-edition designs flaunt precious metals and effervescent detailing – 
with each supplied within a deluxe MONOPOLY gameboard.

Show your high-roller style and collect admiring glances when you pass GO!



NIB:

MATERIALS:

GRADES:

FILLING SYSTEM:

DIMENSIONS:

Fountain Pen

Rollerball Pen

TRIMS:

18K Yellow Gold / Sterling silver, Resin, 
Diamonds / Zirconia

18K Gold

Piston

18K Gold

Sterling silver

FEATURES
LIMITED EDITION

MODEL:

Diameter

Weigth (Gold)

Weigth (Silver)

Length (Closed)

Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, 
Double Broad, Stub 1.1

SILVER GOLDGOLD SILVER

17 mm 17 mm17 mm 17 mm

143 mm 143 mm 143 mm 143 mm 

99 g

71 g

101 g

71 g

103 g

72 g

105 g

72 g

Mr. MONOPOLY 85TH ANNIVERSARY

Mr. MONOPOLY 85TH ANNIVERSARY



ISMXLRSE ISMXL_SE
SILVER SILVERSILVER SILVER

ISMXARGEISMXA_GEISMXLRGE ISMXL_GE
GOLD GOLDGOLD GOLD

ISMXA_SE ISMXARSE

Mr. MONOPOLY 85TH ANNIVERSARY



WEIGHT:

DEPTH:

WIDTH:

HEIGHT:

PACKAGING
SPECIALE

TOKENS

10500 g

550 mm

550 mm

95 mm





Some are born tycoons, but for the rest of us, MONOPOLY 
is a gateway to the world of wheeling, dealing and wealth 
creation. Remember your first big hotel acquisition? 
Remember crushing Dad with its outrageous rent? 
MONOPOLY is timeless.

The world’s biggest board game is found in hundreds 
of millions of homes worldwide. For its 85th anniversary, 
Montegrappa enters the game with the ultimate player’s 
pen. A pair of audacious designs celebrates the joys of 
family, friendship and the thrill of playing. Roll the dice!

Two original, limited-edition volumes salute the 
world’s favourite board game: MR. MONOPOLY and 
85TH ANNIVERSARY are steeped in tycoon style – 
handcrafted into a glittering fusion of precious metals, 
gemstones and Italian bravado. 

Each volume uses dazzling, art-deco settings to 
reproduce MONOPOLY’s famous iconography in 
meticulous, low-relief detail. The game’s iconic 
mascot’s top hat and cane inspire a diecast crown 
and clip – designed for maximum pocket presence. 

MONOPOLY L.E. arrives in a private-edition gameboard 
made by Montegrappa, along with eight sterling-
silver play tokens. Concealed travel compartments 
house pen and play pieces. Feel like a winner before 
the game has even begun!
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Each volume celebrates 85 years of 

MONOPOLY with two numbered editions 

in sterling silver (85 fountain pens, 85 

rollerballs) and 18K gold (8 fountain pens, 

5 rollerballs). 

Precious-metal clips are created using 
the rare jeweller’s art of lost-wax casting. 
Striking, art-deco architecture references 

MONOPOLY’s origins and a golden age of pen design. 

Since its launch on 5 November 1935, MONOPOLY has sold more than 300 million copies, and is estimated to have a global community of more than a billion players.

MONOPOLY L.E. is designed and 

made in Italy’s first fountain pen 

factory. Close cooperation with 

Hasbro ensures the highest levels of 

fidelity and historical accuracy. 
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